
fashion in a flash
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

You’ll look
RUNWAY CHIC!

...and all on a DIY budget. Our high style embellishments 
are mix & matchable and totally affordable. And yes, your 
secret is safe with us.
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Beware of 
paparazzi— 
’cause when 
you sport these 
personalized 
accessories,  
you’ll be the talk  
of the town:

A. TEE-RIFIC SCARF   Want to 
spruce up a run-of-the-mill jersey 
scarf?  Try ironing on sequin 
designs or letter transfers. No need 
to thank us—it’s the fleur-de-
least we can do.

B. PARLEZ-VOUS CROCHET?  
A crocheted jewelry scarf is a 
perfect accessory for the hotter 
months. We added a rhinestone 
embellishment to the middle and 
placed a self-adhesive pin back 
(from the Jewelry Department) onto 
the back. Loop the scarf through 
the pin—the beads should stop 
the flower from sliding around. 
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C. CHARMED, I’M SURE  Try a 
scarf charm like this one (we just 
threaded the scarf through it!) to give 
a no-frills scarf a traipsing-through-
Paris air. 

D. EMBELLISHED BLOSSSOM 
No blossom is complete without 
some glimmer...so we adhered a 
crystal embellishment in the center. 
Then we adhered the flower to a 
white jersey scarf. 
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You’ll get 

CITY 
STYLE  

in minutes when you 

BEDECK & 
BEJEWEL  

your favorite  
bare bone  

closet dwellers. 



CHARMING
& CHIC
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It’s a designer closet…on a dime. Now you can easily add focal piece embellishments to those need-a-lift 
tanks and tees. And before long, you’ll have a closet stocked with one-off outfit choices! We chose mostly solid 
scarves—and embellishments in complementing colors—to create go-with-everything pieces. Tip: Don’t be 
a one-scarf wonder—experiment with all sorts of ways to tie ’em up!



Tip-Top Style 
Don’t let your hat styles 

capsize. Just grab  
some ready-to-go  

adornments (they’re  
mix-and-matchable!),  

and you can be rarin’  
for the runway or set  
for soccer practice— 

all with a few  
decked-out hats. 

Corsage Collage 
Make a dazzling collage-style 
appliqué with fabric rosettes and 
sparkly accessories—we used 
beaded, rhinestone and acrylic gem 
embellishments for ours. Simply glue 
your pretties to a piece of felt and 
then stitch or pin the arrangement to 
a hat, shirt or sweater.

> 

> Hot Hat Here’s an 
easy pick-me-up for a plain 

Jane fedora: a simple elastic 
headband and a glitzy 

rhinestone buckle. Open the 
headband—just untie the 
knot—slide on the buckle, 

and stitch or tie the headband 
closed again. Then slide it onto 

your favorite hat! 
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All in a Row It couldn’t get any easier than 
this lined-up lovely. The piece comes with felt loops 
on the underside—all you need to do is slip your own 
skinny headband through ’em. Tip: Try the  
headbands with woven covers— they  
won’t slip around under the felt!

Fluffed-Up Muffs These crocheted head 
wraps will keep you cozy, warm and snow bunny chic. All  

you need is a satin rosette and a snowflake rhinestone!  
We suggest attaching it to the headband with a 

 self-adhesive pin back. 

Rock & Pearl We love the combo here: The punk 
rock-inspired rhinestone elastic dons a vintage-y trio of silk floral 
embellishments. And it’s as easy as 1, 2, 3, look-at-me! Just adhere 
flowers as desired. Tip: Stay away from heavy embellishments— 
this type of headband may not support them.


